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Chef Infrastructure Automation CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Irrespective of whether you're a systems administrator or a developer, if you're sick and tired of repetitive manual work and not knowing whether you may dare to reboot your server, it's time for you to get your infrastructure automated.


	Chef Infrastructure Automation Cookbook has all the required recipes to configure,...
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Instant PhoneGap Social App DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Consume social network feeds and share social network content using native plugins and PhoneGap


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		This book will guide you through using the Twitter JSON API and Phonegap as a simple way to...
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Android Security CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Practical recipes to delve into Android's security mechanisms by troubleshooting common vulnerabilities in applications and Android OS versions


	Overview

	
		Analyze the security of Android applications and devices, and exploit common vulnerabilities in applications and Android operating systems

...
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Practical JIRA PluginsO'Reilly, 2011

	This book is about plugins for JIRA, the popular issue tracker from Atlassian. An issue
	tracker lets people collaborate better when there are things to be done. You can use an
	issue tracker for everything from tracking bugs in software, to customer support requests,
	and beyond. Plugins extend what JIRA can do and can be developed...
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IT Inventory and Resource Management with OCS Inventory NG 1.02Packt Publishing, 2010

	OCS Inventory NG is a cross-platform, open-source inventory and asset management solution. It brings more than plentiful features to the table to satisfy the business needs of small-to-large organizations with up to tens of thousands of computers. However, to put this inventory solution to optimum use requires a lot of skill.


	This...
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Mastering Elasticsearch, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Further your knowledge of the Elasticsearch server by learning more about its internals, querying, and data handling


	About This Book

	
		Understand Apache Lucene and Elasticsearch's design and architecture
	
		Design your index, configure it, and distribute it, not only with assumptions, but...
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Joomla! 1.5 JavaScript jQueryPackt Publishing, 2010

	Ever wondered how all the great-looking, feature packed, amazing Joomla! sites are made? Would you like to add image transitions, popups, scrolls, AJAX forms, image galleries, no-page reloads to your website, but are worried that they will be difficult to implement? To make any Joomla! site look more professional, interactive, and interesting...
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Expert MySQL (Expert's Voice in Databases)Apress, 2012

	Expert MySQL is the leading reference for learning, understanding, and extending the MySQL server. It unlocks the full promise of open source by showing how to modify the code, create your own storage engine, build your own authentication plugins, and even add your own functions and commands to the SQL language. No other book...
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WordPress Mobile Applications with PhoneGapPackt Publishing, 2012

	With the explosive popularity of mobile apps and its much anticipated continued growth for the foreseeable future, developers will want to get their hands dirty and build some cool mobile apps. But we know that building mobile apps is not easy: we need to handle cross-platform issues, mobile devices of different screen sizes, not to mention...
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ReSharper EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Make your Microsoft Visual Studio work smarter with ReSharper


	Overview

	
		Discover the most useful features of ReSharper and how to implement them effectively
	
		Find out what is wrong with your code and use quick fixes to eliminate errors and code smells
	
		A practical guide to...
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Building E-Commerce Solutions with WooCommercePackt Publishing, 2013

	The WooCommerce plugin for WordPress is probably the world's simplest way to build an online store, and this brilliant tutorial makes it easier still. Use your existing knowledge of PHP and WordPress to get selling, fast.


	Overview

	
		Explore this do-it-yourself e-commerce solution using WordPress and...
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Beginning Google Sketchup for 3D Printing (Expert's Voice in 3D Printing)Apress, 2010

	Welcome to Beginning Google SketchUp for 3D Printing. I’m pleased that you chose this book as a companion to guide you in your 3D printing and SketchUp modeling adventures. Whether you’re an experienced pro or a seasoned 3D designer, hobbyist, craftsperson, or artist who is new to Google SketchUp and Shapeways, you will find...
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